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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider the problem 
inf S(x), xEXGR”,p(X)>O (1.1) 
of finding the value s* =infr., S(x) and the set K* = 
{x*1x* =arg inf,.. S(x)}. 
The function S: R” -+ R is assumed to be a continuous single-valued 
computable procedure defined on a set X of positive m-dimensional 
measure pL,(X) >O, n2m > 1. The points x* E K* are called (global) 
minimizers. The closure of X is denoted X 
The idea of a cubic algorithm is suggested by the global optimization 
method developed by Q. Zheng [ 1,2] of which we briefly reproduce the 
principal scheme as described in [3]. Take a point x0 E X and compute 
so = S(x,). Define the level set 
H,= {xls(x)ds,,xEX}. (1.2) 
If p(HO) = 0, then s0 = s* and the problem is solved. Otherwise ,u(H,) > 0 
and one computes the mean value 
1 
s*=M(S,s,)=- s P(ffo) ffo 
S(x) 4. (1.3) 
* During part of his work on this topic (Autumn 1983) the author was a guest of the 
Universities of Paris and Nice supported by a stipend of the French Government under the 
auspices of the French-Quebec Cooperation. The paper was finalized in the Spring 1984 while 
the author was visiting professor at the University of British Columbia, Vancouver, Canada. 
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Obviously s0 > S, as*. If S, = sO, then s, = s0 = s*, H, = K* and the 
problem is solved. Otherwise, we introduce si into (1.2) for soI yielding 
H, = {xlS(x) <si, XEX}. If ,~(Hi)=0, then S, =s*, Hi = K* and the 
problem is solved. Otherwise, p(H,) > 0 and we introduce H, into (1.3) for 
H,, yielding s2 = M(S, s,), etc. Repeating the iterations, one comes to the 
two strictly monotonic sequences 
so>s, > ... >sk>sk+l> ... (1.4) 
H,xH,x ... xHk’>Hk+,l ... (1.5) 
thereby appearance of an equality sign in (1.4) or p( Hk) = 0, k 2 0 in (1.5) 
resolves the problem. 
THEOREM (Q. Zheng). lim,, m sk =s* and lim,, IxI H, = n H, = K*. 
For a proof see, e.g., [4]. 
2. SCANNING PROCEDURE 
To bypass the difficulty of computing H, of (1.2) for a noninvertible 
function S(x), the following scanning procedure was proposed [3,4]. 
Divide X into sufficiently small pieces Xi c X, UX, = X, of equal measure 
p(XJ = const., p(Xi n Xi) = 0, i #j, take a point xi E Xi in each Xi, compute 
all S(x,) and discard those X, for which S(x,) > sO. What is left, gives an 
approximation to H, c X and the approximate mean value si is given by 
the average s1 EC S(x,)/q where the summation is extended over all such 
values that S(x,) ds, and q is the number of those values. Although 
applicable to practical problems, this procedure does not guarantee the 
solution (even approximate) for every case. To obtain a guaranteed 
solution, we need to impose certain conditions and to elaborate the con- 
struction. 
3. DELETION OPERATOR BASED ON LIPSCHITZ CONDITION 
DEFINITION 1. A method to partition XC R” into a number of disjoint 
subsets Xjc X such that the union UFi= X is called the partition 
generator. A partition generator is said to be of equal measure, if 
p(XJ = const. for all i. 
DEFINITION 2. A rule to take a point X;E Xi will be called grid 
generator. 
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DEFINITION 3. A rule to discard a subset that certainly does not contain 
a minimizer x* will be called deletion operator. In the sense of this 
definition the inequality S(x,) > s,, employed in the scanning procedure for 
exclusion of a subset Xi, xi E Xi, is not a deletion operator. 
HYPOTHESIS. Assume that S(x) is such that 
IS(x) - S(x’)l <Lllx-x’ll, L = const. > 0, x, x’ E x. (3.1) 
Then, given a comparison constant sO, a deletion operator is provided by the 
inequality 
S(x,) - so > Ad(Xi), d(XJ = sup IIx - x’I/, A 2 L > 0, (3.2) 
x, .r’ E x 
where d(Xi) is the diameter of X, and llzll is a norm ofz. 
Inequality (3.2) is employed to discard every subset Xi such that (3.2) is 
satisfied for one of its points which belongs to the grid. 
4. THE ALGORITHM FOR A CUBIC DOMAIN 
Suppose that Xc R”, is a closed positive axes oriented cube with edges 
of length c > 0 and a peak in the origin. Then partition and grid generators 
are trivial. Take an integer NZ 2 and partition the cube into N” subcubes 
Ci, UCi = X. The diameter of each subcube is c&$N. If the grid in w is 
x0 = 0, then as a point xi in each subcube Cj one takes the peak xi = X, + pi 
where pi is a vector obtained by substitution of coordinates in (O,..., 0) by 
numbers in (0, c/N, 2c/N,..., (N - l)c/N). There will be N” different sub- 
stitutions of this kind; for example in R* with c = 2, N = 2 there are 4 peaks 
(O,O), (0, 11, (AO), (1, 1). 
The first comparison constant and the first deletion constant are 
sg = S(x,) = S(O), 
AcJS 
rl = Ad(Ci)=N, Vi. (4.1) 
Certain subcubes Ci c X will be further partitioned in the same way and 
subsequent deletion constants are given recursively as r,,, = r,,- i/N so that 
AcJ;; 
r,,, = Ad( CT) = N”, m = 1, 2 ,..., Vi. (4.2) 
Obviously r,,, + 0 as m + co. 
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ITERATION 1. Compute all S(xJ, i= l,..., N”. Delete all Ci for which 
S(x,) - s0 > rl. The remaining subcubes constitute the set 
R1={X~XEC;,S(x;)-s,6r,}Ex. (4.3) 
Define 
I, = { iIS - sO 6 r, }. (4.4) 
The extremal evel generator is given by the relation 
s1 = et s(xi) (4.5) 
where s, is not a mean value in the sense of (1.3). Clearly, s1 < sO. 
FURTHER ITERATIONS. Partition each Cj E K, in the same way as X. The 
second deletion constant r2 = Ac&/N2. Repeat Iteration 1 replacing sO, Y] 
by sl, r2, then by s2, r3, etc. In this process one comes to the two 
monotonic sequences 
s,>s, as,> ... as,> ..’ (4.6) 
X2K,ZR2Z”. zy& ... (4.7) 
thereby appearance of an equality sign somewhere in (4.6) and/or in (4.7) 
does not indicate the solution of the problem, in contrast to the (1.4) (1.5). 
CONVERGENCE THEOREM. 
lim s, = s* = min S(x), (4.8) m-cc XEX 
lim Km= nK,=K*. (4.9) m-r% 
ProoJ: (a) Existence and nature of the limit in R. 
Since x is compact, so 3x* such that S(x*) = s* = min S(x). Thus, s, 
monotonic and bounded from below by s* tends to a limit S> s*. 3X such 
that S(X) = S. Since rm = AC&/N” + 0 as m -+ cc, then, if S> s*, the points 
x would be deleted at some stage, if at least one global minimizer x* 
remains in the process indefinitely, i.e., if 3x* E R,, ‘dm. In this case, we 
would have lim,, ~ s, < S, contrary to its definition: S= lim, _ o. s,. 
Thus, to prove (4.8) S=s*, we have to show that K* n K,,, #d for all 
m = 1, 2,.... 
(b) Nonelimination of a global minimizer x*. 
The grid generator chosen guarantees that every x, will remain in the 
iteration process until deleted with its corresponding subcube cm by the 
deletion operator (3.2). On the other hand, we have 
mEa: S(x) - mEiF S(x) d A)Iarg mEa: S(x) - arg $2 S(x)/1 
<A ,n~a;p~IIx-x’~~ dAd(Ci)=rl (4.10) 
3’ I 
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that implies 
S(Xi)-SO>r,~~~~S(X)-~t!S(X)~S(Xi)-~~S(X) (4.11) 
so that s0 < min, E c, S(x) for every cube Ci deleted by (3.2) and, thus, the 
operator (3.2) cannot eliminate a point of global minimum. This proves 
that lim, j o. s, = s*. We have proved also that K* c K,,, for all m = 1, 2,..., 
whence K* c n,“=, K,,,. It remains to prove the inverse inclusion. 
(c) Existence and nature of the limit in R”. 
Denote B? = n;= i K,,, = lim, _ o. Rm, the limit existing due to the 
existence of the intersection. Since K* # 4 and K* c k?, so k?‘# 4. Take 
any point 2’~ P. Since F?‘= n,“=, Z?,,,, so if .?e k?‘, then i E R,,, for all 
m = 1, 2,..., whence S(I)-s,,_,dr,, V’m and thus, s*=min,,rS(x),< 
S(K) 6 s, ~, + rm + s* since rm --* 0, s, +‘s* as m --) co. We obtain that 
s(a) =s* for all 1~ K(’ which means that J? c K*. Due to the inclusion 
K* c J? obtained in (b), we have that iP’= K* and, thus, the set 
KO=nz=, &=limm_, K,,, is the set of all points of global minimum and 
only of those points. This completes the proof. 1 
Remark 1. In the section (b) of the proof it has been shown that the 
exclusion operator based on (3.2) with A 3 L is, in fact, a deletion operator 
in the sense of Definition 3. 
Remark 2. If 0 6 A < L, then the nonexclusion of a global minimizer x* 
is not guaranteed and the algorithm may lead not to a global minimum. If 
A = 0, then we return to the scanning procedure described in Section 2 
(with the mean value level generator). 
Remark 3. Any XT E Cm can be taken at the m th iteration, thus, con- 
vergence of the algorithm does not depend on a grid generator chosen. 
However, the grid affects speed of convergence (and the result, if A CL). 
Remark 4. The partition generator employed in the algorithm happens 
to be of equal measure. It would be necessary for the scanning procedure of 
Section 2 which is a direct discrete approximation of Q. Zheng’s method, 
see Section 1. However, it is not necessary for the cubic algorithm where 
partition generator should be of equal diameter, that is such that 
d(Xi) = const. for all i, otherwise deletion constants (4.2) become functions 
of i and the algorithm is complicated. 
5. FURTHER COMPARISONS 
The major innovation of the proposed algorithm as compared with Q. 
Zheng’s method and with the scanning procedure is the introduction of a 
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deletion operator based on Lipschitz condition. This is what makes the 
pointwise cubic algorithm work with full guarantee of finding (in the limit) 
the global minimum value s* and the set K* of all global minimizers. 
A kind of exclusion procedure makes an integral part of every 
optimization method. In Q. Zheng’s method it is contained in the sequence 
(1.5) of level sets. However, construction (1.2) of a level set presents a 
major computational problem which makes impractical determination of 
K* as the limit: K* = lim, _ o. H, = OF= i H,. There is though an advan- 
tage since Q. Zheng’s method applies to broader class of functions that 
includes non Lipschitzian continuous functions. 
The difficulty of computing H, is lifted in the scanning procedure, see 
Section 2, by dropping the level set framework and considering instead an 
equal measure subdivisions of X into X,c X, UXi= X, p(X;) = const., 
,u(XinXj) = 0, i#j, with the exclusion of all Xi for which S(x,) > sO, 
xig Xi, where s0 is a comparison constant. Remaining subsets do not con- 
stitute a level set in the strict sense of (1.2) but it is not important. The 
major drawback of the procedure is that its elimination rule may and, in 
general, does exclude global minimizers so that such process may not con- 
verge to a global minimum. 
Another innovation of the cubic algorithm is the use of the extremal 
comparison constant generator (4.5). This is made possible and com- 
putationally easy by pointwise considerations throughout the cubic 
algorithm. Such extremal generator can be used also in the scanning 
procedure, thus speeding the convergence, but with no guarantee as to 
where it converges due to inappropriate exclusion procedure. 
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